A second-gradient elastic (SGE) material is identified as the homogeneous solid equivalent to a periodic planar lattice characterized by a hexagonal unit cell, which is made up of three different linear elastic bars ordered in a way that the hexagonal symmetry is preserved and hinged at each node, so that the lattice bars are subject to pure axial strain while bending is excluded. Closed form-expressions for the identified non-local constitutive parameters are obtained by imposing the elastic energy equivalence between the lattice and the continuum solid, under remote displacement conditions having a dominant quadratic component. In order to generate equilibrated stresses, in the absence of body forces, the applied remote displacement has to be constrained, thus leading to the identification in a 'condensed' form of a higher-order solid, so that imposition of further constraints becomes necessary to fully quantify the equivalent continuum. The identified SGE material reduces to an equivalent Cauchy material only in the limit of vanishing side length of hexagonal unit cell. The analysis of positive definiteness and symmetry of the equivalent constitutive tensors, the derivation of the second-gradient elastic properties from those of the higher-order solid in the 'condensed' definition, and a numerical validation of the identification scheme are deferred to Part II of this study.
Introduction
Research on the equivalence between spring networks and continuous bodies was initiated by Cauchy [13] and later continued by Born [11] , with the purpose of determining the overall elastic properties of crystalline materials subject to small strain. Considering a linear interaction between atoms, a material is modelled as a three-dimensional linear elastic lattice, with elements only subject to axial deformation. This is the so-called 'Cauchy-Born rule', which yields the 'rari-constant' theory of elasticity, relating the elastic property of a solid to the interactions between its atoms or molecules.
Over the years, the approach has been extended to evaluate mechanical characteristics such as Young modulus, Poisson's ratio and normal modes of vibration for a number of geometrically different networks [17, 20, 21, 23, 26] . With reference to a hexagonal lattice, composed of linearly elastic bars pinned to each other (so that bending effects are excluded) and characterized by three different values of stiffness, as reported in Fig. 1 , Day et al. [16, 33] have shown that the overall behaviour of this lattice may be modelled through an equivalent isotropic Cauchy linear elastic solid defined by the elastic bulk K and shear µ moduli given by
, µ = 27 16
where k, k and k are the three in-plane bars' stiffnesses (so that their dimension is a force per unit out-of-plane thickness divided by a length) defining the hexagonal lattice. The goal of the present research is to extend the theory developed by Day et al. [16, 33] towards a higher-order approximation for the elastic material equivalent to the hexagonal lattice, showing nonlocal effects related to the four parameters defining the lattice properties at the micro-scale, the hexagon side length and the stiffnesses k, k and k.
Phenomenological constitutive theories, used to model materials of engineering relevance, were traditionally assumed to be local, or, in other words, did not comprise any internal characteristic length. Recently, experimental observations at the micro-and nano-scale have evidenced size-effects [9, 12, 22, 37] , which cannot be described with local constitutive models. Therefore, an enhanced modelling has been introduced, which becomes particularly useful when large strain gradient are involved, as in contact mechanics [19, 38] indentation processes [8, 15] , fracture [18, 28] , and shear band formation [14, 32] .
Several authors [1, 2, 5, 6, 24, 27, 31, 34, 36] have proposed non-classical continuum models to treat lattice structures involving beam-type interactions. For these lattices, non-local effects emerge as the response to non simple interactions between material points, generated, for example, when rotational springs are used [35] .
The primary goal of the present study is the determination of the non-local response of lattices (having elements only subject to axial forces), which has been scarcely considered so far (an example is the case of pantographic trusses [30] ). In particular, it will be shown that a hexagonal lattice structure with axially-deformable bars can be identified with a 'form I' Mindlin elastic material, a special type of second-gradient elastic law [25] .
The present article is organized as follows. After the kinematics and the equilibrium of the hexagonal lattice ( Fig.  1) is introduced (Sect. 2), the quadratic remote displacement conditions, plus the additional terms needed to enforce equilibrium, are presented in Sect. 3. The homogeneous Second Gradient Elastic (SGE) solid equivalent to lattice is identified in Sect. 4 . In particular, by imposing an elastic energy matching, closed-form expressions for the higherorder tensors are derived. As a consequence of the fact that the energy matching is imposed under the condition that the applied displacement field generates equilibrated stress states, only a 'condensed' form of the constitutive equations is determined for the SGE solid. As a conclusion, it is shown that the elastic second-gradient solid equivalent to the lattice structure exhibits non-locality, anisotropy, and non-centro-symmetry (despite the fact that the equivalent Cauchy material, derived on linear displacement fields, is local, isotropic, and centro-symmetric). Important issues related to: the analysis of (i.) positive definiteness and (ii.) symmetry of the equivalent material, (iii.) the derivation of the full SGE solid from the properties of the 'condensed' one, and (iv.) the validation of the derived second-gradient model are deferred to Part II [29] of this study. out by the integers {m, n} ∈ Z, which determine the cell position with reference respectively to the non-orthogonal directions e 1 and e π/3 = 1/2e 1 + √ 3/2e 2 , see Fig. 1 . It follows that the position x (m,n|i) of the i-th node of the {m, n} cell can be described with reference to the central node (i = 0) position x (m,n|0) through the following expression
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where g (i) defines the direction spanning from the central node to the i-th node,
in which the index i is not summed and the Kronecker delta δ i0 is defined to include the null index value, so that δ 00 = 1 while δ i0 = 0 for every i = 0. From the definition expressed by Eq. (3), it follows that the vector g (i) has unit modulus for every i = 0, while it vanishes when i = 0 (central node),
Furthermore, due to the RVE symmetry, the unit vectors g (i) satisfy the following property
and the following combination of the unit vectors g (1) , g (5) , and g (6) provides the unit vectors e 1 and e π/3
Considering the definition of the unit vector g (i) , Eq. (3), the position x (m,n|0) of the central node of the cell {m, n} can be expressed with reference to the position x (0,0|0) of the central node of the cell {m, n} = {0, 0} as
,
so that the position x (m,n|i) of each node i of every {m, n} cell, expressed by Eq.(2), can be finally reduced to
.
All the perimeter nodes (i = {1, 2, ..., 6}) join three adjacent hexagonal cells, Fig. 1 (right) , so that the following identities hold
Introducing u (m,n|i) as the (small) displacement of the i-th node belonging to the cell {m, n}, which according to Eq. Eq. (9) satisfies
the elongation E (m,n|i,j) of the bar connecting the nodes i and j (with i = j) is given by
which is insensitive to a permutation of the node indexes i and j,
Considering that the bars have a linear elastic response, the force F (m,n|i,j) (positive if tensile and negative if compressive) acting on the i-th node of the cell {m, n} and generated by the elongation E (m,n|i,j) of the bar with stiffness which, according to the second Newton's law, is also the opposite of that acting at the j-th node and due to the elongation E (m,n|i,j) of the same bar
Independently of the cell indexes {m, n}, the stiffness k (i,j) related to the bar connecting the nodes i and j is defined as (Fig. 1, left )
k, i = 0 and j = 0, k, i = 0 and j even or i even and j = 0, k, i = 0 and j odd or i odd and j = 0.
The sum of all the forces F (m,n|i,j) , acting on the node i (belonging to the cell {m, n}) and generated by the elongation of all the bars jointed at that node, provides the resultant R (m,n|i) , Fig. 2 (left) . Considering the properties expressed by Eq. (10), the resultant forces at all of the lattice nodes are given through the three primary resultants Assuming quasi-static conditions, from property (10) the equilibrium of the whole lattice is attained when the three primary resultants R (m,n|0) , R (m,n|1) , and R (m,n|2) vanish for every cell {m, n}
The elastic energy U (m,n) lat stored within the cell {m, n} (instrumental to later identify the energetically equivalent microstructured solid) is provided by
where only one half of the energy stored within the bars along the hexagon perimeter has been considered, so that the total energy of the infinite lattice is obtained by summing the energy of each cell
2.2 Definition of an average operator for the displacement gradient in the lattice structure
With reference to a generic field f(x 1 , x 2 ) over a domain Ω of a continuous body, its gradient and the related average are respectively given by
where ||Ω|| is the measure of Ω. By means of the divergence theorem, the gradient average can be rewritten as where only the evaluation of the field f(x 1 , x 2 ) along the cell perimeter is needed. In order to compute the displacement gradient average, the displacement field along the cell perimeter can be linearly interpolated as
where s is the curvilinear coordinate along the bar of the cell {m, n} connecting the node i to node i + 1 − 6δ i6 and measuring the distance from the former (i=1,...,6). Considering this interpolating field u(s; m, n, i) and identifying Ω with the hexagonal domain, the average of the displacement gradient for the lattice structure (identified with the subscript 'lat' to highlight its relation with the lattice, and not with the continuum) can be obtained by substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (21) as
which, when the normal vectors n k , reduces to
More specifically, the four components of u j,k
can be expressed in the reference system e 1 -e 2 as
An alternative but equivalent way for deriving the average of the displacement gradient, Eq. (25), can be obtained with reference to the piecewise description of the displacement field along each one of the six equilateral triangles, subdomains of the hexagonal cells and enclosed by the three different bars. Such a piecewise description of the field u (m,n,j) (x) follows from the linear interpolation of the displacements of the central node and the two consecutive perimeter nodes j and j + 1 − 6δ j6 (with j = 1, ..., 6), corresponding to the three vertices of the j-th triangle composing the {m, n} hexagonal cell, as
where matrix A (m,n,j) and the vector c (m,n,j) are
(27) The average of the displacement gradient within the unit cell {m, n} follows from Eq. (20) as
which, considering the piecewise description of displacement (26), Eq. (28) can be rewritten as
and that, recalling Eq. (27) , reduces to the same expression given by Eq. (24).
Second-order displacement boundary condition
The key for the identification procedure performed in the next Section is the imposition to the infinite lattice of a linear and a quadratic nodal displacement fields (as in [3] , [4] , [7] , [10] ), together with an 'additional field'
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where α sr and β str are tensors defining the displacement amplitudes and satisfying the symmetry properties α sr = α rs and β str = β tsr , so that they have in general three and six independent components, respectively. The presence of the additional term ∆u
is necessary, as shown further on, for attaining the quasi-static equilibrium for every α sr and β str as defined by Eq. (17) . The displacement field expressed through Eq. (30) can equivalently be written as
where the second-order tensor α and the third-order tensor β have components α sr = (α) sr and β str = (β) str . In Eq. (31), the dyadic product ⊗ and double scalar product : are introduced, respectively defined as (a ⊗ b) st = a s b t and (A : B) r = A st B str . Considering the displacement field (31), the elongation of the bars can be computed from Eq. (11) as
so that the corresponding force at the i-th node can be evaluated from Eq. (13) as
: β
:
where
and
In combination with Eqs. (33) and (34) 2 , the three primary resultants
(38) doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2019.07.008
It follows from the above that all of the resultant forces R (m,n|i) may be annihilated only when the additional field ∆u (m,n|i) assumes a linear expression which, under the constraint given by equations (10), is provided in the following general form (Fig. 2 , right)
which implies that the average of the displacement gradient (24) in the lattice is
Considering the additional field , Eq. (39), the three primary resultants
The annihilation of the three resultant forces R (m,n|0) , R (m,n|1) , and R (m,n|2) for every unit cell {m, n} is equivalent to a system of 30 linear equations in the 18 unknown components of the vectors v, w, and z, and of the matrices V, W, and Z (Eqs. (39)). Solving this system leads to two results, namely, (i.) the determination of 12 out of the 18
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and (ii.) two linear equations for the six components of β. It follows from these two equations that tensor β is constrained to have only four independent components and will be henceforth referred as β lat , a symbol defining the set of generic quadratic amplitude tensors β, for which the lattice structure is in equilibrium in the absence of external nodal forces. 
In Eqs. (44) and (45), the coefficients I [j] (j = 1, 2, 3) are the three invariants of the diagonal matrix
so that
while the coefficients K [j] (j = 1, ..., 6) are given by
Imposing that the additional field ∆u (m,n|i) does not affect the mean value of the displacement gradient ∇u
which, considering Eq. (44), implies the following expression for Z
while the vector z appearing in Eqs. (44) remains indeterminate because it only produces a rigid-body translation. It is worth noting that:
• in the case of bars with same stiffness (k = k = k), enforcing Eqs.(45) automatically provides the equilibrium Eqs. (41)- (43) for the generic purely quadratic displacement field augmented by a rigid translation z,
so that the additional field reduces to a rigid-body translation, ∆u = z;
• in the case when β = 0, it follows that V = W = Z = 0 but the additional field is in general non-null when two over the three stiffnesses are different from each other. Indeed, the additional field is annihilated only when
· αg (5) (or equivalently, α 11 = α 22 and α 12 = 0), except in the particular case of bars having same stiffness (k = k = k), in which case the additional field is always null;
• the second-order tensors V, W, and Z of the additional field display the following permutation properties
In the case β = 0, the above equations are also complemented by following properties for the vectors v, w of the additional field
At this stage, the additional field ∆u (m,n|i) , Eq. (39), results completely defined through Eqs. (44), (45), and (50). With the purpose of highlighting the contribution of the additional field ∆u to the considered second-order displacement, Eq. (30), three deformed configurations of the lattice are shown in Fig. 3 .
Looking to the upper row of the figure, the first image on the left shows the displacement produced by a purely linear (β = 0) didplacement, while the second image depicts the corresponding additional field only. Finally the image on the right is the composition of the two. The lower row shows respectively a purely quadratic (α = 0) displacement, its additional field ∆u (m,n|i) , and the composition of the two. In the figure, the following stiffnesses of the lattice have been considered: k = k = 10 k. 44) and Eq. (50), the elastic energy stored within the lattice cell {m, n} is computed. This elastic energy is shown to display the same mathematical structure of the elastic energy stored within a unit cell made up of a homogeneous elastic second-gradient solid (SGE) when subject to a quadratic displacement field, defined by the tensors α and β SGE (note that β SGE defines the coefficients of all quadratic fields which generate equilibrated stresses in a second-gradient elastic material without body forces). Therefore, imposing the elastic energy matching
between the lattice and the SGE solid allows for the identification of the constitutive parameters of the latter and shows that the self-equilibrium condition provides the same constrained boundary condition for the two materials, so that β lat = β SGE . It is instrumental to represent the components of the tensors α and β (·) (where the superscript (·) denotes either (lat) or (SGE)) using a vectorial notation through the vectors a and
and to collect the four components of β (·) not constrained by the equilibrium Eq. (45) in the vector b *
so that vector b (·) can be obtained as
where the matrix T (·) is the transformation matrix enforcing the equilibrium conditions in the lattice (in which case it will be denoted as T lat ) or in the second-gradient elastic solid (in which case it will be denoted as T SGE ).
Energy stored within the lattice structure
Considering the second-order displacement field Eq. 
so that b lat = T lat b * with the definition
Therefore, from Eq. (18), the elastic energy of the lattice can be expressed as U 
where the matrices H 
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With reference to the 'form I' elastic material introduced by Mindlin [25] , a second-gradient elastic (SGE) solid has a quadratic strain energy density U SGE function of the strain and the curvature χ, which can be derived from the displacement field u as
displaying the symmetry properties ij = ji and χ ijk = χ jik . The quadratic strain energy density U SGE can be decomposed as
where U C ( ) is a 'purely local' (Cauchy) energy term and U A (χ) a 'completely non-local' energy term, while the mutual energy term U M ( , χ) expresses the coupling between strain and curvature,
being C, M, and A the fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-order constitutive tensors, respectively, possessing the following symmetries
The tensors work-conjugate to the fundamental kinematic fields and χ are respectively the stress σ and double stress τ , defined as
which are restricted to satisfy the equilibrium equations, that in the absence of body-forces are expressed by
The vectorial representations for the strain and the curvature χ are introduced through the strain p and curvature q vectors as
so that the elastic energy densities (62) can be rewritten as
with the matrices C ij , M jk , and A kl respectively representing the constitutive tensors C, M, and A in the Voigt notation. Note that matrices C ij and A jk are square and symmetric (the former of order 3 and the latter of order 6), while M jk is a rectangular (3 × 6) matrix. Considering this notation, the strain energy density U SGE (p, q) can be introduced as
representing the strain energy density U SGE ( , χ) in the Voigt notation, so that
It is assumed now that the second-gradient elastic material is subject to remote quadratic displacement boundary conditions provided by the second-order displacement field, Eq. (30), in the absence of the additional field (∆u (m,n|i) = 0, see also Sect. 4.3),
The quadratic displacement field (71) is restricted, at first order, by equilibrium,
an equation which introduces two relationships between the six coefficients β ijk , so that two of them are dependent on the remaining four. Therefore, the coefficients β ijk are re-assembled in the vector β SGE , so that 
in which
From now on the constrained tensor β, due to Eqs.(74), will be denoted by β SGE , so that the strain p and the curvature q vectors can be rewritten as
and p SGE can also be expressed as
with
From Eqs. (74), the energy densities, Eqs.(68), become
where q * = 2b * and
Matrices M * and A * have reduced dimensions, so that the former is a rectangular 3 × 4 matrix and the latter a symmetric square matrix of order 4. They define the condensed representation for the constitutive matrices M and A, so that the strain energy density of the second-gradient elastic material can be seen as a function of a and b * , namely, U SGE (a, b * ). The elastic energy stored in a hexagonal domain Ω (m,n) made up of a second-gradient elastic continuum (with the same shape and location of the lattice's unit cell {m, n}) is obtained through volume integration of the strain energy density
which is evaluated as
(C ij ) a + 2 a · mG [2] (C ij ) + nG [3] (
(C ij ) + n 2 G [6] (C ij ) + m nG [7] (C ij ) + mG [8] M * ij
where the coefficients of the matrices G 
the following identities are obtained
∀ r ∈ [1, 10] . (85) It is highlighted that imposing the energy equivalence, Eq.(84), at first-order (β = 0 and therefore b * = 0) implies
providing all the coefficients of the matrix C as
which coincide with the corresponding constants obtained in [16] through a different identification technique. From the first-order result, Eq. (87), it follows that the two transformation matrices are the same for both the lattice and the equivalent material, namely,
so that b lat = b SGE and therefore β lat (b * ) = β SGE (b * ), meaning that the linear and quadratic components of the displacement field imposed to both the solid and the lattice coincide.
The non-local properties can now be identified from Eq. (85) for r = 2, ..., 10. In particular, the ten components of the matrix A * are identified as
while the twelve components of the matrix M * as
It is worth to note that the result provided by Eqs. (87)-(90) shows that the constitutive matrices are invariant with respect the following permutations of {k, k, k}:
It can be therefore concluded that the effective response approaches that of a Cauchy elastic material only in the limit of vanishing length of the lattice's bars, −→ 0, a condition for which M * ij = A * ij = 0.
Finally, from Eqs. (87)- (90) it is evident that the stiffness ratio between the bars may have a dramatic effect on the equivalent solid response, as further discussed in second part of this article [29] .
Influence of the additional field ∆u {m,n|i}
It is remarked that, although β SGE = β lat , the displacement fields imposed to the lattice differs from that imposed to the equivalent solid due to the presence of the additional field ∆u (m,n|i) in the former. From the practical point of view, however, the amplitude of such an additional field does not play an important role when compared to the amplitude of the quadratic part, so that the deformed configuration of the solid very well represents that of the lattice, even if in the latter the additional field is present.
To analyze the influence of the additional field on the kinematics of the lattice and of the equivalent solid, a rectangular domain (having sides 25 √ 3 × 37 ) is considered, occupied in one case by the lattice, which is shown on the left in Fig. 4 , (625 hexagonal unit cells, namely, 25 along each axis of the rectangle) and in the other case by the equivalent continuum with its boundary reported on the left in Fig. 4 . The solid is subject to a displacement field characterized by tensors α and β SGE , while the lattice is subject to the same α and to β lat = β SGE plus the additional field ∆u {m,n|i} . In particular, the following values have been selected to produce the figure α 11 = 0.018, α 22 = 0.02, α 12 = 0.02 and β Fig. 4 . The positions of the undeformed lattice's nodes were chosen to lie on the undeformed lines of the continuum. The fact that, after deformation, the dots overlap the deformed lines demonstrates that the additional field (needed to enforce equilibrium in the lattice) affects only marginally the overall displacement of the lattice, in which the linear and quadratic displacement fields prevail.
• 
Discussion
An infinite hexagonal lattice of bars (only subject to axial forces and characterized by three different elastic stiffnesses) has been considered and solved, when loaded at infinity with a quadratic displacement field, enhanced with an additional displacement to comply with the periodicity constraint of the lattice. Its elastic energy has been shown to match with that of a second-gradient ('form I' Mindlin) elastic material, subject to the same quadratic field. In this way, a homogeneous continuum, enriched with an internal length, has been derived, which is equivalent to the discrete lattice. However, this continuum was only identified in a 'condensed' form, so that not all constitutive parameters have been identified. For those appearing in the condensed version, closed form expressions have been given, showing the influence of the lattice properties (the hexagon side length and the bars stiffness k, k, k). As an example, the higher-order constitutive parameters M * 13 and M * 14 ruling the non-centrosymmetric behaviour (and made dimensionless through division by k ) are portrayed in Fig. 5 where two stiffness ratios k/k and k/k are varied. The red lines highlight the condition for which both parameters vanish, so that, correspondingly, centrosymmetric response is retrieved, while in all the other cases non-centrosymmetry characterizes the mechanical behaviour of the equivalent material. The fact that the equivalent material is only defined in a 'condensed' form is a consequence of the fact that the elastic energy equivalence between the solid and the lattice has been so far restricted to self-equilibrated displacement fields. This means, in other words, that the mechanical tests applied both to the lattice and to the continuum are not enough in number to completely characterize the latter. Nevertheless, the presented results allow already to conclude that even a simple hexagonal lattice, which corresponds to an equivalent isotropic, local, and centrosymmetric material at a first-order of approximation, at a higher approximation displays anisotropic, non-local, and non-centrosymmetric effects. Therefore, the presented results provide a tool for advanced mechanical design of microstructured solids. The complete derivation of all material constants of the second-gradient equivalent elastic solids is deferred to Part II of this study, together with the analysis of positive definitess and symmetry of the equivalent material and with an assessment of the validity of the second-gradient model.
Appendix A -Components of the matrices H
[r] and G
[r] 27I [3] 16I [2] (A.1)
, H [2] 12 = 27 √ 3I [3] (9I [3] 
, H
[2]
, H 
[4]
[5]
, H [5] 23 = 0,
(A.5)
, H [6] 44 = 81I [3] 2I [1] I [2] + 9I [3] 13I [1] 
, H [7] 23 = 81
, H [7] 33 = 81I [3] 2I [1] 
16I 3 [2] , H [7] 44 = 81I [3] 2I [1] 
, H [8] 22 = 0,
, H [9] 22 = 0,
, H [9] 24 = 81 √ 3I [3] k − k I [1] I [2] + 3I [3] k k − 2k k + k
, H [9] 33 = − 81I [3] k − k I [1] I [2] − 9I [3] k k − 2k k + k
, H [9] 34 = 81I [3] k − k I [1] I [2] + 9I [3] k k − 2k k + k
, H [9] 44 = 243I [3] k − k I [1] I [2] + 3I [3] k k − 2k k + k 10 k + k 
